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The international law firm BCLP advised firm client GEHA (Government Employees Health

Association, Inc., pronounced G.E.H.A.) in a naming rights deal with the Kansas City Chiefs to

rename the home of the reigning AFC champion Kansas City Chiefs “GEHA Field at Arrowhead

Stadium,” beginning with the 2021 NFL season.

GEHA is a national leader in providing medical and dental plans to more than 2 million federal

employees, retired military and their families worldwide. A BCLP Sports & Entertainment Group team

of lawyers led by Ryan Davis, partner and Sports & Entertainment Group co-leader, and Mark Paskar,

partner and Intellectual Property Group attorney, represented GEHA in the transaction. Financial

terms of the transaction have not been publicly announced.

BCLP’s Sports & Entertainment Group is one of just two sports practices worldwide recognized by

Chambers as a leader in sports law in both the US and the UK. The group is particularly active in the

naming rights and sponsorship space, where they are recognized as leaders in the industry and

have handled more than $4.25 billion in naming rights deals, representing clients on both the

sponsor side and the team/venue side.
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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